
Meet your IT challenges 
with Microsoft 365 capabilities

Security and 
compliance
Running centrally in the 
cloud to keep data safe

Flexible 
workstyles
Scaling performance for 
remote and hybrid work

BYOPC
Simplifying management 
and access to company 
resources

Business 
continuity
Provisioning quickly 
to maintain operations

Vendors and 
contractors
Onboarding, offboarding 
resources securely 

Mergers and 
acquisitions
Providing seamless access 
to new team members

Today’s workforce is distributed and elastic

Securely deliver personal computing 
from the cloud to empower your new 
workforce with a familiar, persistent 
Windows 10 and Windows 11
experience delivered on devices. 

End Users

Simplify how you plan, deploy, manage, 
and secure end-user devices, apps, and 
resources. Scale up or down easily, 
provisioning or decommissioning. 

Information Technology

Simplify how you plan,
deploy, manage, and 
secure end-user devices, 
apps, and resources. 
Scale up or down easily, 
provisioning or 
decommissioning. 

Business

Securely and seamlessly access Windows 
across operating systems and devices 

Anytime. Anywhere.

The percentage of people working 
from home quadrupled since 2018.14X of employees want to work from 

home at least some of the time.�80% 61% of employees use personal 
devices for work.3

Desktop environment
Application library 
Processing power
Storage space

Windows
Android
MacOS
iOS

Access it across major platforms

Memory
Storage
CPU
and more...

Customize as needed

Take your Windows with you

NextGen Windows 
Experiences

Microsoft 365 Hybrid Windows 
for a hybrid world of work

Get it today SMB
Microsoft partners are ready to help you add 
Windows 365 to your productivity solution set 
to unlock cloud power for your business. 

Sources: 1. https://www.zippia.com/advice/remote-work-statistics (2022)  2. PCMatic, 2020  3. https://www.resources.owllabs.com/state-of-remote-work/2019

Enterprise
Add Windows 365 to your Microsoft portfolio of 
solutions and EA. Windows 365 always supports 
the most current version of Windows.

Azure Active Directory Identity

Microsoft Endpoint Manger

Microsoft 365 Apps

Microsoft Defender

Delivery models 
perform seamlessly 
with Microsoft 
Cloud services

Native on PC or Tablet
Cloud PC on any supported device with Windows 365


